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My invention consists‘ in ' ‘new and ' useful ' 1m; 
movements‘ in a dispensing container‘ for ‘coiled 
wire'and relates more particularly to containers 
for tension-coiled‘rwire ‘such-as musicT-wife,?the 
primary object'of the invention being memos/ice" 
a container ‘which willY'facil-itate the‘ handling- of 
the coil during the'di‘s'pe‘nsing operatioii‘andi'at' 
the same time protect-the coil and retain it ?rmly 
in position to 
ing. ~ I » 

,zIn handling coils’ of wireirarticularly highly 
resilient wire such as music;,wire,jconsiderable 

prevent its uncontrolled unwindé 

di?iculty has been encountered due to the when‘ 
ent tendency of the tension-coiled'convolutions' 
of wire-to unwind and to spring outwardly ini'a'll 
directions from the coil.i Thisis hot onlyéélikely 
to cause damage to the wire in- a subsequent".at-v 
tempt to rewind it for- storinggb'ut constitutesia 
decided inconvenience to the person handling: the 
wire. - Furthermore, especially ' in “cases io‘f ‘ rela 
tively strong resilient wire, there is an attendant 
danger of injury to the handler, due to the un 
controlled spring action of the wire. - . 

I am familiar with various attempts heretofore 
made to provide dispensing containers for coiled 
products such as wire, string, thread and the like, 
but most of these have been concerned with ma 
terial of a ?exible nature which does not present 
the problem of a highly resilient wire. Further 
more, most of the previous containers with which 
I am familiar have included a relatively small 
centrally disposed opening in one wall of the con 
tainer through which the end of the wire or 
thread to be dispensed is projected. The wire or 
thread was pulled through this central opening, 
unwound from the coil and a selected length 
severed, leaving the projecting end in position for 
further dispensing. However, a container of this 
type is not satisfactory for use in connection with 
resilient music wire and the like, for the reason 
that in uncoiling such wire through a small cen 
tral opening, the coil within the container must 
rotate as the wire is unwound or the wire is likely 
to become twisted. 

It is therefore an object of my invention to 
provide in one wall of the container, a relatively 
large central opening substantially of the diam 
eter of the inner convolutions of the coil, where 
by the convolutions may be easily uncoiled with 
out twisting and without the necessity of rotating 
the coil within the container. } 
A further object of my invention is to provide a 

series of radially disposed notches spaced at in 
tervals around the central opening and adapted 
to receive the projecting end of the succeeding 
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convolution of wire to be dispensed andretainthe 
same in readiness'for further uncoilingi‘ I ‘ ' r ' 

‘1A still'further object of my invention is‘to pro 
videl'a dispensing wall for a'tensi'on-coiled' wire 
dispensing carton whichis prestamped or di'e'cut 
to"_'providei='a ‘readily ‘ removable ‘central section 
which; lwh'en {‘ removed! provides " the dispensing 
opening andTra‘dial-wire retaining notches." 
With; the-abovelandjother obj ects in view which 

willv appear va'srthe ' description proceeds, my in 
vention‘consi's‘ts-infthe novel ‘features herein set 
birth,v illustrated ‘in the accompanying drawing 
and moreparticula-rl'y pointed out in th'e’appended 
claims. ' V 

'. Referring'to'ithe drawing in which'numerals' 
of" like character. designate similar’parts through‘ 
the several views; . . . . . 

c-Figure-l is arper'spec'tive view showing .one form 
ofrcontainerembodying. my , improved dispensing 

Figure 2 is a similar view with the central por 
tion of the wall removed, showing the dispensing 
opening and radial notches; and 
" Figure 3 is a plan view of the container, on a 
reduced scale, showing the position of the pro- ' 
jecting end of the wire disposed in one of the re 
taining notches. 
Although the box or container per se, may take 

various forms, I have illustrated in the drawing 
the preferred embodiment of my invention which 
consists of a rectangular box having top and bot 
tom walls I and 2, side walls 3, and end walls 4. 
The latter are preferably adapted to act as clo 
sures and are provided with conventional retain 
ing tabs 5 which are integral with bottom wall 2 
and when bent, ?t into suitable slots 6 adjacent 
the edge of the top wall I. 
The top wall I of the container forms the dis 

pensing wall and is weakened as shown in the 
path of a circle as by the provision of a plurality 
of concentric parti-circular openings or slots 1, 
annularly spaced from one another by webs 8 
which are integral with the body of the top wall I. 
The diameter of the circle de?ning the outer 
boundaries of the collective openings ‘1, is sub 
stantially the same as the inner diameter of a 
coil of wire to be inserted in the container. Ad 
jacent the outer edge of each of the openings 1 
and centrally disposed with respect thereto, I 
provide a radially extending notch which is cut 
into the edge of the top Wall I. 
as will later appear, serve to receive and retain 
the projecting end of a coil of wire in the con 
tainer. 
The central portion of the dispensing wall I 

These notches ' 



thuslforms a disc-like section 10 which may be 
removed by severing the relatively narrow webs 
8 at I I, along a circular line forming a. continua 
tion of the outer boundaries of the collective open 
ings ‘I, thus leaving a relatively large central open 
ing l2, as will be seen from Figure 2. v 
A coil of music wire or the’ like is inserted 

through-the closure wall 4 whichiis'secured'in 
closed position by slipping the “flap 5 in slot 5 
in the conventional manner. When it is de 
sired to dispense the initial length of wire, the?!» 
webs 8 are respectively severed alonglines .1! 
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and the central disc I0 is removed. The ‘inner 
end [4 of a coil of wire [3 withdrawn 
through the opening l2 and'a?tera sumoieirtl 
length has been uncoiled and snipped oif, the end 

appropriate notch 9 located vthe proper distance 

4 
being borne in mind that numerous changes may 
be made in the details disclosed, without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention as set forth 
in the following claims. I For example, the boxes 
or cartons may be cylindrical in shape, and in 
stead of the closure arrangement illustrated, they 
may be of the type wherein one part of the box 
telescopes into the other. 'In all instances how 
ever, the dispensing wall should lie perpendicular 
to the axis of the coil of wirewithin the con 

’ iitainer. 

; Ilclaim; . 
L A package comprising a container having 

"substantially parallel flat wallsand connecting 
walls therefor,’ ‘a coil of wire housed in said con~ 

Y’ tainer; one rot-said ?rst-mentioned walls being 
of the succeeding convolution is inserted the J ' 

from the end of the wire. The normal ‘tendency “ 
of the resilient wire to'i‘uncoil, forces the pro 
.iectingend 14 to seek the outermost limit of the 
selected notch 9 as shown in Figure- 3, and thus 
inv effect retains-itself injplace vfor future dis 
pensing and prevents the uncontrolled uncoiling 
of thewirep ' v p , v , 

The-openings PI and their respective notches ‘9 
may, be stamped or die cut in the blank forming 
the container by conventional methods, during 
the-original manufacture of the container.‘ 

It will thus be seen that .I have provided a con 
venient carton for coils of resilient wire which 
not only greatly simpli?es the handling of the 
wire but serves as protection‘ against damage by 
twisting and bending. Furthermore, these.con-. 
tainers may be attractively designed and em 
bellished. 'withlvarious ornamental and adven 
tising features. , I 

' Fromv the foregoing; it is believed that my in 
-_vention may be readily understood .la'yr those 
skilled in the art without further description, it 
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weakened in the path of a circle thereby to de?ne 
a portion removable to provide a central dispens 
ins opening, said one wall having a plurality of 
generally radially outwardly extending notches 
leaxiingfrom said circle, said wire being dispen 
siblethrougzh said central opening, and the end 
thereof being selectively retained in said notches. 

_ 2. ‘Av package according to claim 1 wherein 
‘said-one wall has a plurality of annularly spaced 

» arcuateopenings effecting the said weakening of 
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of a‘ circle. such wall in the path 
. . ‘ GEORGE C. TINSLEY. 
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